light that doth not de-part. And his look, or a word he hath
word, or a word he hath spoken, Wrought flame, a word....
word, or a word he hath spoken, Wrought flame, a word...
word, or a word he hath spoken, Wrought flame, And his look, or a

allargando

spoke, Wrought flame in another man's heart...

he hath spoken, Wrought flame, wrought flame in another man's

he hath spoken, wrought flame in another man's

he hath spoken, wrought flame...

he hath spoken, wrought flame...

wrought flame...

wrought flame...

wrought flame...

wrought flame in another man's

wrought flame, wrought flame, wrought flame in another man's
heart...

flame in another man's heart, another man's heart...

- other man's heart, wrought flame in another man's heart...

And therefore today is thrilling.

To-day...

To-day...
thrill-......-ring. And the mul-ti-tudes are en-

Is thrill-ing with a past day’s late ful-fill-ing;

To-day......... is thrill-ing.

To-day......... is thrill-ing, to-day......... is thrill-ing.

To-day......... is thrill-......

-list-ed in the faith that their fa-thers re-

And the mul-ti-tudes are en-list-ed, in the faith...... that their fa-thers re-

And the mul-ti-tudes are en-list-ed, in the faith...... that their fa-thers re-

And the mul-ti-tudes are en-list-ed, in the faith...... that their fa-thers re-
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-waited.

and the multitudes are enlisted, in the faith that their
-sisted, in the faith, in the faith, the faith that their
-sisted, in the faith, in the faith, the faith that their
-sisted, in the faith, in the faith, the faith that their

And are bringing to pass, In the world, for its
-fathers resisted,
-fathers resisted,
-scomning the dream of tomorrow, are bringing to pass, as they may, in the
-scomning the dream of tomorrow, are bringing to pass, as they may, in the
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joy... or its sor-row.

world, for its joy or its sor-row, The dream.

the dream... for its joy.

The dream......... that was scorned, was scorned yes-ter-day.

The dream........... that was scorned, the dream......... that was scorned.

the dream........... that was scorned, the dream........... that was scorned.
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or its sorrow.

(We are the music makers, And we are the

(We are the music makers, And we are the

(We are the music makers, And we are the

(We are the music makers, And we are the dreamers of dreams.)

And therefore today is

And dreamers of dreams.)

And dreamers of dreams.)

And dreamers of dreams.)

----------ers of dreams.)
therefore today is thrilling.

And the

With a past day’s full

multitudes are enlisted, in the faith that their fathers resisted,

pp subito

fp fp fp fp fp fp
And the multitudes are enlisted, in the faith that their fathers resisted, and

And are bringing to pass, In the world, for its fathers resisted,

scombing the dream of tomorrow, are bringing to pass, as they may, in the scombing the dream of tomorrow, are bringing to pass, as they may, in the
pass the dream, the........... mul-ti-tudes are bring-ing to pass the dream.

........... mul-ti-tudes are bring-ing to pass the dream that was scorned, The.........
mul-ti-tudes are bring-ing to pass................. the dream................. that was

Nobilmente
a tempo

ff

The

In the world, the dream................. that was

a tempo

pass, In the world, the dream................. the dream................. that was

mul-ti-tudes are bring-ing to pass the dream that was scorned, the dream that was

scorned yes-ter-day, the dream that was

Nobilmente\textsuperscript{\textdegree}=100

ff a tempo

\textsuperscript{-48-}
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multitudes are bringing to pass, in the world. The dream that was scorned yes...

scorned, the dream that was scorned yesterday.

for its joy or its sorrow.

for its joy or its sorrow, its joy or its sorrow.

for its joy or its sorrow, its joy or its sorrow.

Tranquillo

Tranquillo 76

pp dolcissimo
With our dreaming and singing, our singing,

Ceaseless and sorrowless we,

The glory about us clinging Of the glorious futures we

With our dreaming and singing, our singing,

With our dreaming and singing, our
With our dreaming and singing, The
glory about us clinging,

Ceaseless and sorrowless we,

The glory about us clinging,

Of the glorious futures we see,

With our dreaming and singing. Our souls with high music

With our dreaming and singing. Our dream...


glory about us clinging. Of the glorious, glorious futures we
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Our souls with high music ringing.

641

Our souls with high music ringing.

souls with high music ringing.
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